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About This Game

FukTopia is a post apocalyptic beat em up game.

FukTopia is the quintessential beat ‘em up, boasting tons of action and mayhem to beat your score.

In the game, you control Fighters as they travel through environments, clearing the screen of enemies.

Frequently fun and sometimes unforgivingly difficult, FukTopia brings inovation to the beat ‘em up genre with unique features
that include shot lasers, and items to pickup to change gameplay. These inovative features to a beat 'em up help to provide some

excellent variety beyond kicks and punches.

Score -  each player has his score to try as much as possible
Items -  each item you collect will give you a unique power or health
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Life Time -  you have a life time to try to hit your highest score possible
Special Attack -  each character has a special attack that goes charging according to the stamina bar
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Title: FukTopia
Genre: Action, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
FreeMinds
Publisher:
FreeMinds
Release Date: 26 Feb, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP or later

Processor: 2.0 GHz

Memory: 2 MB RAM

Graphics: 256 MB

Storage: 400 MB available space

English
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I am also a unity developer and can certainly appreciate the effort and look here i would love to see a knight or skelleton maybe
A alien worm or Ghost Lady Mutant cyclops glob character floating eye(s) A female Fuktopian would rule also maybe like red
sonja. some particles and a bigger game size would make a better game, contact if you want some help. Im novice at coding but
backed with an arsenal of assets and know how to use most of them now. As is i see great potential here. Fuktopia Staying the
name? How about some exploding robots or blocking for the enemies. so far so good !
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